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Abstract—This paper presents an approach for age estimation
based on faces through classifying facial images into predefined
age-groups. However, a task such as the one at hand faces several
difficulties because of the different aspects of every single person.
Factors like exposure, weather, gender and lifestyle all come into
play. While some trends are similar for faces from a similar age
group, it is problematic to distinguish the aging aspects for every
age group. This paper’s concentration is in four chosen age
groups where the estimation takes place. We employed a fast and
effective machine learning method: deep learning so that it could
solve the age categorization issue. Principal component
analysis (PCA) was used for extracting features and reducing
face image. Age estimation was applied to three different aging
datasets from Morph and experimental results are reported to
validate its efficiency and robustness. Eventually, it is evident
from the results that the current approach has achieved high
classification results compared with support vector machine
(SVM) and k-nearest neighbors (K-NN).
Keywords—Deep learning; principal component analysis;
support vector machine; K-NN; age estimation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many applications rely on techniques for age. An example
of that is found in vending machines that provide alcoholic
drinks or cigarettes as they run the age prediction program to
stop underage customers from illegally purchasing the
products. Those processes are done through a facial recognition
through the computer vision system. It worth noting that the
human age estimation is a difficult task due to many a factor;
primarily, identifying or labeling people within individual age
classes is one hectic mission. While there have been several
ways to overcome the problems facing age-estimation through
facial recognition, there have been a couple of steps for the past
decade that stood out the most. The algorithms designed for the
task we accompanied with two components, namely, feature
extraction [1]-[3] and age determination [4], [5].
In those systems, the age is recognizable by some unique
face features [6]. However, it should be pointed out that age
progression seen on faces cannot be accurately estimated due
to the different and diverse information that can be seen in
human faces. Information obtained from the human face cannot
be limited for there are numerous dimensions that can be seen
in the race and age. The human eye can identify known faces
and the mind can estimate the age range of a human being;
however, it is never always accurate despite it being ―human‖.
When it comes to the computer, there is a lot that can be read

from a person’s face regarding their age. Identity, gender,
emotion, and age can all be deciphered in the daily
communications through developing an automated method for
the age estimation of an individual from the face image.
The reason why this work started was that of the need for a
fast and efficient system that could provide a successful facial
recognition. This work is motivated by the capacity that a
system such as that could provide if it was developed
successfully which could, in turn, enable numerous
applications. If the outcome of any environmental setting
changes and it is known, then the research work will be able to
improve faster as decisions could be made up faster regardless
of whether it is needed to proceed in certain directions or not.
The aim of this paper is to present an automatic classification
approach for age estimation. Therefore, this paper pays to
focus on the classification of age estimation. The problems are
analyzed on a set of records taken from Morph database. In
fact, the quality of automatic identification systems
performance is determined by signal representation algorithm
and feature extraction schemes. In this work, a classification
approach was proposed that involve PCA for extracting
features as well as deep learning for the classification purpose.
It is crucial for any developing approach to be tested and
compared to other works in order to evaluate where it stands
and whether or not it was successful. This work finishes up
with a comparison to previous methods that have been used
ensure the quality measures and efficacy of the proposed work
such as SVM and K-NN.
This research follows the following organization: in Section
II, the introduction of the work is presented; Section III follows
up on the techniques and methods used within the
methodology; Section IV brings forth a discussion on the deep
learning approach presented; Section V exposes the results of
the work from the experiments developed; and finally,
Section VI contains the conclusions and the recommendations
of future works proposed by the author.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to comprehend the steps needed to move forward
with the work and bring forth advancements in the field, the
work had to lay basis on previous works that relate to the topic.
The works presented here vary from experiments to
methodologies and even surveys developed on the matter of
facial recognition and related topics, and deep learning along
with topics similar to them. Several recent studies on age
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estimation have been presented, in the following, we will
introduce some of them such as, in this work [7], a survey was
done on age estimation. Another work [8] was inspired by
another problem related to classification. The problem that the
work focused on was make-up and plastic surgeries that
divided the programs in finding suitable age groups. One more
that was studied used the Active Appearance Model (AAM)
[9]. A combination of shapes and models was presented in
[10]. That approach was evaluated in another work [11]
through employing three qualifiers.
Further, Fu et al. [12] have proposed an age estimation
method developed to analyze pictures through the employment
of the state-of-the-art manifold learning methods that can aid in
discovering sufficient low dimension embedding area. The
results of the simulation have shown that the linear manifold
learning could provide sufficient aging feature extraction for
regression ways of age estimation. Also, a similar approach
was used by Guo et al. [13] that followed an age manifold
learning scheme for extracting the aging features. The method
also planned a locally adjusted robust repressor for the learning
process and to expect the human age.
Eventually, there were various ways that attempted to reach
novel approaches for facial recognition with the emphasis of
the facial expression characterization and face modeling [14].
The geometric invariants that are important aspects of strain
transformation have been observed through previous studies
that provided information necessary for the work at hand [15].
Another work dealt with the uncertainty through the formation
of nearly definite programming problem [16] or an EM-based
algorithm [17]. Other works relied on the Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) [18] features to identify series of local features that were
also observed by the combination of a strong classifier that
enabled a successful method of age classification [19].
III.

PRELIMINARIES

A. PCA for Feature Extraction
One of the most popular methods in the field of extracting
features is Principle Component Analysis (PCA). The method
linearly transforms the high-dimensional input vectors into
low-dimensional ones in which the components would be
uncorrelated. It computes the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix of the original inputs for processing. The process has
been used in developing various algorithms in the past [20]. It
is also considered as one of the best means in this area of work
along with a reduction in dimensionality.
Through PCA, this work aims to showcase the ddimensional data in a low-dimensional space which would
decrease the degrees of freedom and space and time
complexions. The aim of using the method is to present data in
a space which expresses the variations in a sum-squared error
sense as well as possible. PCA is also beneficial as it divides
signals and images alike from several sources. Knowing the
number of independent components exist beforehand helps in
getting the best out of the method, just like standard clustering
methods.
The basic approach in principal components is theoretically
rather simple. First, the d-dimensional mean vector  and

m  m covariance matrix R is calculated for the full data set.
Then, those eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated and
organized based on the decreasing eigenvalue. Given a group
of centered vectors of input xt (t 1,...,l and lt 1xt 0) , each of which
is of m dimension

xt ( xt (1), xt (2),..., xt ( m))T

linearly transforms each vector

T
st  U xt
Where U is the

ui

xt

(usually m l ), PCA

into a new one

st

by:

(1)
mm

orthogonal matrix whose ith column

is the ith eigenvector of the sample covariance matrix

1
C   lt 1 xt xtT
l

. Simply put, PCA first solves the eigenvalue

problem defined in (2).

i ui  Cui , i  1, ..., m

(2)

Where, an eigenvalue of C and the matching eigenvector is
ui . Based on the predicted ui , the components of st are then
computed as the orthogonal alterations of

xt :

T
st ( i )  ui xt , i  1, ..., m

(3)

The new components are called the principal or main
components. Through employing solely the first several
eigenvectors sorted in descendant order of the eigenvalues, the
number of principal components in st can be reduced,
meaning that PCA has the dimensional decrease feature. The
main components of PCA also have the following
properties [21].


st ( i ),i 1,...,m

are uncorrelated.



st ( i ),i 1,...,m

have sequentially maximum variances.

 The mean-squared approximation error in the
demonstration of the original inputs by the first several
principal components is minimal.
B. Support Vector Machines (SVM)
The classification technique helps to discriminate the
unknown testing set of observations into their appropriate
classes based on the training group of known annotations. A
classification technique used a mathematical function named as
a classifier to predict the right class of unknown observation of
testing data set. SVM was a method that Vapnik and Cortes
introduced [22]. SVM is a powerful classifier in biomedical
science, image processing and data mining for the detection
and classification purposes. SVM is an efficient classifier to
classify two different sets of observations into their relevant
class. It has the means to handle high-dimensional and nonlinear data excellently. Base on the foundation of training data
sets, it helps to guess the important characteristics of unknown
testing data. SVM mechanisms are based on finding the best
hyperplane that divides the data of two different classes of the
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category. Accordingly, the best hyperplane is figured by being
the one that maximizes the margin.
The design of SVM is based on the regularization
parameter, C, which is used to control the relationship between
margin maximization and some misclassifications; and kernel
functions of nonlinear SVMs which are used for the mapping
of training data from an input space to a higher dimensional
feature space. It should be noted that all the kernel roles such
as linear, polynomial, radial basis function and sigmoid having
some free parameters are called hyperparameters. Until the
present day, the well-known kernel commonly used research
was the Gaussian or radial basis function (RBF) kernel with
width ϭ [23].
x y 2
k ( x , y )  exp( 
)
2 2

(4)

Where, K(x, y) is termed as the kernel function, which is
built upon the dot product of two invariant x and y. suitable
trade-off parameter C and the kernel parameter ϭ are essential
to training SVM classifier and usually found by the K-fold
cross-validation technique.
C. K-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm (k-NN)
Classification in K-nearest neighbor is based on a majority
vote of the nearest k neighbors in the training dataset [24].
Euclidean distances between the unclassified record and the
classified records are calculated and sorted. One single
observation from the original dataset is selected and used
accordingly as a dataset for validation whereas the remainder
of observations is selected as training data. That means that
each observation is only used one time as the validation data.
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) of one nearest
neighbor (1-NN) is what the pre-mentioned method is known
as [24].
IV.

PROPOSED DEEP LEARNING APPROACH FOR
CLASSIFICATION

A wide array of missions has been accomplished through
the use of deep learning using neural networks. The interest
herein is in Deep Learning Architectures (DLA) that has the
ability of effectively performing FE for hyperspectral data.
While DLAs are newly founded developments in neural
networks, they have already obtained high classification
accuracies in many fields and remain to be at the peak of
performance levels, over all of the other methods [25], [26].
DLAs ability is perceived to be closer to AI than other state-ofthe-art learning machines [27].
SVMs were shown in the work and in literature to be
outperformed through Deep Belief Network and the stacked
auto-encoder; both of which are types of DLAs. They
outperformed SVMs in classifying the hyperspectral data [28],
[29]. The experiments were carried out to predict the effect that
the depth of the networks and the principal component
numbers of the data on the accuracy of the classification and
the time needed to run the experiments. This work was
prepared to understand the effects of a DBN on its performance

through monitoring the accuracy level and impact by the width
of the network and on the time required for the training
purpose. Accordingly, it was found in the study that the
proposed DBN structure allows for higher accuracy in
classification on hyperspectral data that is remotely-sensed via
an SVM and K-NN as a reference to aid in the comparison.
The process of deep learning includes a class of models that
attempt to hierarchically learn deep features of the input data
with very deep neural networks which are often perceived as
more than three layers deep. Through unsupervised training,
the network is built in the first layer. In the scheme considered
for the work, high-level features can be learned through lowlevel features while the proper ones can be shaped for pattern
classification at the end. Accordingly, deep models have the
potential to contain more abstracts and complex features in
higher layers. Abstract features are known to be invariant to
most of the local changes of the input. Some papers [30] argue
that deep models can achieve a more accurate approximation to
nonlinear functions that shallower models. Orthodox deep
neural network architectures contain deep belief networks
(DBNs) [31], deep Boltzmann machines (DBMs) [32],
restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [33], pooling units,
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [34], etc. This work
implements one of the deep learning models mentioned above:
namely DBN, for age classification as depicted in Fig. 1.
A. Deep Belief Networks
Deep Learning (DL) can be stacked through feeding a DL
the hidden victor of another as input. Layer, in this case, refers
to one of the ideal parameters between two vectors of visible or
two vectors of hidden units. In the layers beyond the first one,
the conditional probabilities are given the following equation:
l 1
l
l 1
P ( h j | h )  sigmoid ( ci
  Wijl 1hlj )
jJ

(5)

Where hl denotes the input vector of the RBM at the l-th
layer of the network and h0 signifies the input vector of the
DBN [31].
When the network is built this way and trained, layer-wise,
in an unsupervised style by means of (5), it is known as a Deep
Belief Network (DBN). Though a DBN can be used as a
generative model because of the RBM’s ability to rebuild data,
the work’s interest here is in the discriminative case. The idea
here focuses on classifying data rather than to reconstruct it. To
use a DBN discriminatively, the output of the top-layer DL is
fed as input to a classifier such as a logistic regression, at
which point, the model is then trained in a supervised fashion
[35], as shown in Fig. 2.
The pre-training stage is known as the unsupervised
training where it initializes the model in order to improve its
efficiency during the supervised training stages. Said stages are
known as fine-training; where the classifier’s prediction is
adjusted so that it would match the ground truth of the data.
Iterations in either training stages, fine or pre, are known as
epoch [36]. Accordingly, DBNs must learn to produce ―good‖
representations.
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Fig. 1.

Diagram of the proposed approach.

standard data set to measure the accuracy of the facial age
approximation method suggested.

Fig. 2.
Left: An RBM with i visible units, j hidden units, and model
parameters θ. Right: A DBN with arbitrary width and a classifier.

A good representation is a representation that carries the
most crucial underlying patterns of the data while the rest of
the data is discarded. The best representation, however, is one
that also catches the disentanglements of the patterns from one
another, after capturing them. The best representation is similar
to the human brain’s ability to learn to recognize objects
through disentangling them [37]. Those aforementioned
definitions explain the term ―representation learning‖ whereas
the term ―deep learning‖ refers to the implementation of this
theory through a learning machine that contains many layers,
such as a DBN. In this paper, the DBN is chosen over other
deep constructions as the interest here is in studying one
specific technique used by the DBN, pre-training, which
remains partly unknown [38].
V.

A. Dataset Description
The used dataset is built using images from Morph
database II [40]. Morph database II the largest publicly
available aging face database. It contains facial images of
males and females with ages ranging from 16 to 77 years. It
consists of 55,134 images of 13,000 persons and it took four
years to be collected. Sample images are shown in Fig. 3.
The used dataset consists of 2494 images of males and
females that are classified as into four age groups. The details
of each age group including the age ranges and the number of
images in each group are shown in Table I.

Fig. 3.
TABLE I.

Sample images from the used Morph dataset.
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE USED DATASET

Age Group

Age Range

Number of Images

Group I

31-40

624

Group II

41-50

1424

Group III

51-60

450

Group IV

61-70

46

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to estimate the performance of each model, input
facial image dataset is split into training and test sets, then kfold cross-validation (leave one out) was subsequently run
[39]. In this paper, the value of k is set to 3; hence, the facial
dataset was divided into 3 distinct parts. Two parts are used to
train the classifier, while the third part is used to test
classification except for K-NN because this is a non-parametric
lazy learning algorithm.
The most popular kernel functions RBF, polynomial, linear
and sigmoid kernel functions in this paper for SVM, Gaussian
radial basis function (RBF) is applied. Further, in this paper,
PCA is used to extract the significant feature and those features
are used as input to the different classifier used in this paper.
DBN, SVM, and K-NN classifiers are employed to classify
dataset. With PCA applied to extract 750 features. Then DBN
and SVM classifier was repeatedly trained in order to produce
a model that is more precise for age estimation classification.
In this section, a number of experiments have been done on a

A. Experimental Results
The comparison of the performance was done over 3-k fold
cross validation as every group of images was divided into a 3fold where each fold is always saved for testing and the
remaining nine were used for training.
Fig. 4 shows the graphical representation of the
performance measures for SVM classifier.
Fig. 5 shows the graphical representation of the
performance measures for K-NN classifier.
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Fig. 4.

The proposed approach consists of four steps: image
preprocessing, feature extraction using PCA, feature reduction
using PCA, and DBN based classification process. The
proposed approach has been evaluated via a dataset that
includes Morph II database images. The experimental results
have shown that the proposed approach has a promising
performance with achieved classification accuracy up to 100%
compared with SVM and K-NN. For future works, different
modifications are to be added to the proposed approach such as
employing wavelet transform and linear discriminant analysis
for feature extraction and nature-inspired algorithms for feature
selection and classifier’s parameter optimization.

Performance measurements for SVM.
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Performance measurements for DBN.

[11]

Fig. 6 shows the graphical representation of the
performance measures for DBN classifier.
In summary, Fig. 4, 5 and 6 shows a graphical comparison
among all output accuracy measures for DBN, SVM, and KNN classifiers. The results provided evidence that the DBN
outperforms the comparison classifier. Comparing results, it is
shown that best results are obtained by DBN classifier was
100% compared to best accuracies by SVM and K-NN
classifier.
VI.

[9]

[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The research area of automated facial age estimation has
gained an increasing attention from the researchers due to its
relevance to several daily life applications. In this paper, we
have proposed an automated facial age estimation method
based on several well-known classifiers famous in the machine
learning domain such as deep belief network, SVM and K-NN
which able to estimate the human age based on the face image.
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